Outline
Open with impact: Anecdote about my first encounter with a transgender female.
Reveal Topic: Today we will be talking about the controversial topic of Transgender
restroom rights.
History/ Background: (source) I will give a timeline of how the transgender rights
developed.
Connect to Audience: (source) Transgender individuals are ⅓ of the US Adult
Population, and every adult has the right to go to a public restroom.
Preview Statement: MJ and Mahmo will talk about the cons, for example how it's
against the first amendment and how it’ll increase sexual assault. Luis and Justice
will talk about the pros, for example how it’ll decrease sexual assault and how everything
must be equal.
Transition: MJ will now be talking about a con that some people have been saying.
I.
(MJ)
I.
History of Discrimination
a.
Slavery
b.
Civil Rights Act
II.
History of hate against LGBT Community
a.
Anti-Marriage
b.
Transgender health care denial
III.
Bathroom Issue
a.
Source
i. Right Wing
1.
Religious Right – revenge for same-sex marriage
ii. Trump
b.
Argument Against
i. Threat to General Public
ii. Many clinicians do not want to work with transgender patients
Transition:
I.
(Luis)
I. Risks of denyin
a.
Risk being harassed/scared to enter bathroom
b.
Should attend bathrooms that closely correspond their
gender identity
c.
Sexual Assault does not happen in restrooms
II. Civil Rights Violation
a.
Bathroom bills
b.
Treated fairly and Equality
c.
Human rights campaign
Transitiocn: Now I’m going to hand it off to Mahmoud who will be talking about State
rights, Supreme court, and resistance.

II.

(Mahmo)
This is my part

Transition:
III.
(Justice)
A.
Obama is passing a bill requiring all high schools in the country to have single
stall bathrooms that are not sex-oriented. In order to allow transexual students have a
place in which they feel safe from judgment.
B.
Statistically, if transgenders were forced to enter a bathroom of the opposite sex
there would be an increase in sexual assault possibility. This bathroom situation causes
uncomfortable situations for both trans and non trans people in the bathroom.
C.
It is simply common sense to let people go to the bathroom where they feel the
most comfortable. When we subject people to these awkward situations it only makes
everyone's lives harder.
Transition:Now Yarlin will be talking about…
Compromise: Transitions from just male and female bathrooms. To making all
bathrooms gender neutral to avoid conflict. Discussion about problem and solutions that
may arise. For example people recording and placing bathroom cameras.
Summary: We have discussed the cons; which were the religious right, threats to the
public, biased views from many clinicians and states. We also have discussed the pros,
which include, the threat it poses to transgenders and Obama's’ bill
proposal.Furthermore we discussed the compromise to just make all bathrooms unisex.
Close with impact: Ending it with a quote from George Clooney, “At some point in our
lifetime, LGBT rights won’t be an issue and everyone who stood against these civil rights
will look as outdated as George Wallace…

